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Abstract
The complexity of matrix multiplication (hereafter MM) has been intensively studied since
1969, when Strassen surprisingly decreased the exponent 3 in the cubic cost of the straight-
forward classical MM to log2(7) ≈ 2.8074. Applications to some fundamental problems of
Linear Algebra and Computer Science have been immediately recognized, but the researchers
in Computer Algebra keep discovering more and more applications even today, with no sign of
slowdown. We survey the unfinished history of decreasing the exponent towards its informa-
tion lower bound 2, recall some important techniques discovered in this process and linked to
other fields of computing, reveal sample surprising applications to fast computation of the inner
products of two vectors and summation of integers, and discuss the curse of recursion, which
separates the progress in fast MM into its most acclaimed and purely theoretical part and into
valuable acceleration of MM of feasible sizes. Then, in the second part of our paper, we cover
fast MM in realistic symbolic computations and discuss applications and implementation of fast
exact matrix multiplication. We first review how most of exact linear algebra can be reduced
to matrix multiplication over small finite fields. Then we highlight the differences in the design
of approximate and exact implementations of fast MM, taking into account nowadays processor
and memory hierarchies. In the concluding section we comment on current perspectives of the
study of fast MM.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Our subjects
Matrix multiplication (hereafter we keep using the acronym MM) is fundamentally important for
symbolic and numerical computations in linear algebra and for the theory of computing. Efficient
performance of MM depends on various factors, particularly on vectorization, data locality, and
arithmetic cost (cf. [71, Chapter 1]).
In the first part of the paper (Sections 2–10) we review the work on the decrease of the arithmetic
cost, including purely theoretical study of MM of immense sizes (so far this part of the study has
been most acclaimed and most generously supported!), but we focus on feasible MM.
In our longest Section 11 we discuss realistic acceleration of symbolic MM, taking into account
nowadays processor and memory hierarchies.
In our concluding Section 12 we comment on current perspectives of the study of fast MM.
1.2 History of fast MM and its impacts
The cubic arithmetic time 2n3 − n2 of the straightforward algorithm for MM(n), that is, for n× n
MM, was commonly believed to be optimal until 1969, when Strassen’s algorithm of [142] performed
MM(n) in O(nω) time for ω = log2(7) ≈ 2.8074. This implied the exponent log2(7) also for
numerous venerated computational problems in Computer Science, Linear Algebra, and Computer
Algebra such as Boolean MM, parsing context-free grammars, computing paths and distances in
graphs, the solution of a nonsingular linear system of equations, computation of the inverse and the
determinant of a matrix, and its various factorizations (see more in Section 10). The worldwide
interest to MM has immediately exploded,3 and it was widely expected that new efficient algorithms
would soon perform MM and solve the related computational problems in nearly quadratic time.
Even the exponent 2.8074, however, defied the attacks of literally all experts around the globe for
almost a decade, until 1978, when the algorithm of [113] broke Strassen’s record, improving the
algorithm of [142] already at the level of feasible MM.
The mainstream research responded to that breakthrough by directing all effort to the decrease
of the exponent of MM of unrestricted sizes and very soon succeeded in dramatic acceleration
of infeasible MM of astronomical sizes. New surprising resources have been found, sophisticated
techniques have been developed, and by 1987 the exponent of infeasible MM was decreased below
2.38 (see [44]), although as of December 2016 it still has not been decreased below 2.37, that is, in
the last 3 decades the progress was nominal (see [97] for the current record exponent). Moreover, the
study of infeasible MM has never made impact on practice of MM or any other realistic computations
(cf. [4], [5], [21], and our concluding section).
For n restricted to be “moderate”, say, less than 1,000,000, the current record is 2.7734, achieved
with the algorithm of [118] and unbeaten since 1982. All algorithms supporting smaller exponents
suffer from the curse of recursion (cf. [123]): they beat the classical straightforward MM algorithm
only after performing a large and typically immense number of recursive steps, with the input size
growing exponentially in the number of such steps: the straightforward algorithm supersedes them
until the input size by far exceeds realistic level, typically by many orders of magnitude.
1.3 Focus of our presentation
In the context of this development, we refocus our presentation compared to the decades-old survey
[119]. In Section 9 we still pay tribute to the lasting interest to the exponent of infeasible MM, but
we do not cover various amazing sophisticated techniques proposed exclusively for the acceleration
of MM of immense sizes, which dominated the review of [119]. Instead we cover in some detail
3For the scientific world the news came as a miracle from the blue. Most of the readers were particularly impressed
by the power of the divide and conquer method (not novel in 1969) rather than by Strassen’s ingenious algorithm for
2 × 2 MM, and many scientists, although not experts like Strassen, ignored or overlooked a minor but meaningful
earlier acceleration of the straightforward MM that saved about 50% of its scalar multiplications (see Example 2.1 in
Section 2).
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the techniques that are efficient already for MM of moderate sizes and have impacts on realistic
computations beyond MM. We feel that reduction of various computational problems to MM is
interesting on its own right and because of potential benefits of wider application of fast or even
straightforward algorithms for feasible MM. Lately the study of these links was particularly intensive
in the field of symbolic computation (see, e.g., Proceedings of ISSAC 2015 and ISSAC 2016).
We recall that historically no adequate comprehensive review of the MM subject has appeared
for decades, not to the benefit of the field. As we already explained, after the breakthrough of 1978,
public interest to fast feasible MM was diverted by worldwide excitement about the exponent of
infeasible MM, but also by some other factors. In particular the advanced techniques of of [113]
were much harder for non-experts to grasp than the catchy divide and conquer method, and public
attention to the fast algorithm of [113] for feasible MM was also hurt by the folk “theorem” about its
alleged numerical instability. This “theorem” has somehow spread fast throughout the communities
of numerical and symbolic linear algebra, before the classical paper [16] of 1980 proved that the
“theorem” was false.4 The results of [16] became widely known only when the well-recognized article
[50] extended them to all recursive bilinear algorithms for MM, but even in 2010 the Introduction of
the important innovative paper [22] still referred to this “theorem”and in 2016, the paper [80] still
talks about “numerical stability issues with many levels of recursions”5.
Moreover the paper [50] and its successor [10] attack [113] as well as all the work on fast feasible
MM from another side. Trying to simplify the discussion or perhaps to divert public attention from
the advanced work on fast feasible MM to the domain of their own study and progress, the authors
of these papers call “Strassen-like” all known fast algorithms for MM. This “innovation” was based
on ignorance: “Strassen-like” algorithms, as [50] and [10] formally define them, have been long and
well known under the much more informative name of noncommutative bilinear algorithms (see,
e.g., [24]).6 Our personal communication in 2015 with the authors of [50] seems to help: the label
“Strassen-like” is not used, e.g., in [8], but unfortunately their original widely publicized contempt
to the advanced results on fast feasible MM (including those completely distinct from Strassen’s old
algorithm of 1969 and in various important respects superseding it) has been deeply implanted into
scientific community.
In the first part of our paper (Sections 2–10) we review the previous study of fast MM with the
focus on fast feasible MM and its impacts and applications to realistic computations beyond MM,
and for example we included our novel extension of an old MM technique to the computation of the
inner product of 2 vectors and the summation of integers (see our Examples 8.1 and 8.2).
In the second part of the paper (Section 11) we discuss in some detail symbolic implementation
of fast MM directed to minimizing communication cost and improving parallel implementation. The
basic algorithms for that study are mostly decades-old, and complementing them with some more
recent advanced algorithms for feasible MM is one of the most natural directions to further progress
in the field.
1.4 Organization of our paper
We organize our paper as follows. In Sections 2 and 4 we recall the 2 first accelerations of MM, in
1969 and 1978, respectively, and comment on their impacts beyond MM. In Sections 3, 5, and 7 we
cover the fundamental classes of bilinear, trilinear and the so called APA algorithms, respectively,
and discuss the associated fundamental techniques of the algorithm design, their impact on the
acceleration of MM and their links to other areas of computing and algebra. In Section 8 we extend
4More precisely fast MM algorithms are slightly less stable numerically than the straightforward MM, but this
instability is mild and rather little affects actual implementations of MM (see more details in [16], [73], [10], [50], and
[8]).
5The paper [80] is not really about fast MM since it unrolls only one or two levels of recursion of Strassen’s
algorithm and then recomputes several times the submatrix additions to avoid using temporary buffers.
6The book [121] and MM survey articles [119] and [120] pay high respect to Strassen’s fundamental contributions
to fast MM (and similarly did Volker Strassen to the contribution of [111] to algebraic computations in sections “Pan’s
method” of [143] and [145]), but we feel that calling all the advanced work on fast feasible MM Strassen-like, is not
more fair or informative than, say, labeling Democritus-like the Faraday’s constant, Mendeleev’s periodic table, and
the Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty.
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the APA technique to computing the inner product of 2 vectors and summation. In Section 9 we
summarize the history of fast MM after 1978. In Section 10 we further comment on applications of
fast MM and the impact of its study to other areas of computing and Mathematics. In Section 11 we
discuss applications and implementations of exact fast MM. In Section 12 we comment on numerical
implementation of fast MM and perspectives of its study.
In addition to the acronym “MM” for “matrix multiplication”, hereafter we write “MI” for
“nonsingular matrix inversion”, MM(m,n, p) for m× n by n× p MM, MM(n) for M(n, n, n), and
MI(n) for n× n MI.
W = (wi,j)
m,n
i,j=1 denotes an m×n matrix with the entries wi,j , for i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , n.
2 1969: from the Exponent 3 to 2.8074 by means of 2×2-
based recursive processes
We begin with recalling 3 old accelerations of the straightforward MM algorithm.
Example 2.1. From faster inner product to faster MM. [See [152] and notice technical similarity
to the algorithms for polynomial evaluation with preprocessing in [111] and [92].] Observe that
uTv =
n/2∑
i=1
(u2i−1 + v2i)(v2i−1 + u2i)−
n/2∑
i=1
u2i−1u2i −
n/2∑
i=1
v2i−1v2i, (2.1)
for any even n. Apply this identity to all n2 inner products defining n × n MM and compute it by
using 0.5n3 + n2 scalar multiplications and 1.5n3 + 2n2 − 2n additions and subtractions.
Example 2.2. Winograd’s 2× 2 MM (cf. [68], [24, pages 45–46], [1, Exercise 6.5], or [52]).
Compute the product X = UV of a pair of 2× 2 matrices,
U =
(
u11 u12
u21 u22
)
, V =
(
v11 v12
v21 v22
)
, X = UV =
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
by using the following expressions,
s1 = u21 + u22, s2 = s1 − u11, s3 = u11 − u21, s4 = u12 − s2,
s5 = v12 − v11, s6 = v22 − s5, s7 = v22 − v12, s8 = s6 − v21,
p1 = s2s6, p2 = u11v11, p3 = u12v21,
p4 = s3s7, p5 = s1s5, p6 = s4v22, p7 = u22s8,
t1 = p1 + p2, t2 = t1 + p4, t3 = t1 + p5,
x11 = p2 + p3, x12 = t3 + p6, x21 = t2 − p7, x22 = t2 + p5.
This algorithm performs 2× 2 MM by using 7 scalar multiplications and 15 scalar additions and
subtractions instead of 8 and 4, respectively, that is, 22 versus 12. Fix, however, a sufficiently large
integer h, then recursively h−1 times substitute 2×2 matrices for uij , vjk, and cik, for all subscripts
i, j, k ∈ {1, 2}, and reuse the above algorithm for every 2 × 2 MM. This computation only involves
7h scalar multiplications and 7h−1 + 15(4h) additions and subtractions, which is readily extended
to performing n × n MM for any n by using c nlog2(7) scalar arithmetic operations overall where
log2(7) ≈ 2.8074 and careful refinement and analysis yield c < 3.92 [68].
Example 2.3. Strassen’s 2× 2 MM [142].
p1 = (u11 + u22)(v11 + v22), p2 = (u21 + u22)v11, p3 = u11(v12 − v22),
p4 = (u21 − u11)(v11 + v12), p5 = (u11 + u12)v22, p6 = u22(v21 − v11), p7 = (u12 − u22)(v21 + v22),
x11 = p1 + p6 + p7 − p5, x12 = p3 + p5, x21 = p2 + p6, x22 = p1 + p3 + p4 − p2.
This algorithm performs 2× 2 MM by using 7 scalar multiplications and 18 scalar additions and
subtractions, which is a little inferior to Example 2.2, but also initiates a similar recursive process
that performs n × n MM for any n by using c′ · nlog2(7) scalar arithmetic operations for c′ < 4.54.
Being a little slower, this algorithm is used much less than Winograd’s, but is much more celebrated
because it appeared earlier.
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In MM literature Winograd’s algorithm is rarely called Winograd’s, but usually “Strassen–
Winograd’s algorithm” or “Winograd’s variant of Strassen’s algorithm”, and sometimes less com-
petently Strassen’s, Strassen-based, or Strassen-like (cf. [50], [10]). We can see nothing in Example
2.2 borrowed from Example 2.3, but the cited impact of [50] seems to be so deeply rooted in the
Community of Computer Algebra, that even the authors of the advanced works [22] and [36] did
not dare to call Example 2.2 “Winograd’s algorithm”, although their own innovative algorithms
extended precisely this example and not Example 2.3.
The first line of Table 2.1 displays the estimated arithmetic cost of the recursive bilinear algo-
rithms for MM(n), n = 2k, that begin with 2× 2 MM by Strassen (of Example 2.3), Winograd (of
Example 2.2), and Cenk and Hasan (of [36]). The second line shows the decreased cost bounds where
recursive process begins with k× k MM performed with straightforward algorithm, and then one of
the 3 above algorithms is applied recursively. The improvement from [36] is technically interesting,
but its arithmetic cost bounds are still significantly inferior to those of the algorithms of [118] as
well as ones of [94], whose implementation in [88] is numerically stable and is highly efficient in using
memory space.
Table 2.1: Arithmetic Complexity of Some 2× 2-based Recursive Bilinear Algorithms.
Strassen’s (k=10) Winograd’s (k=8) Cenk and Hasan’s (k=8)
7n2.81 − 6n2 6n2.81 − 5n2 5n2.81 + 0.5n2.59 + 2n2.32 − 6.5n2
3.89n2.81 − 6n2 3.73n2.81 − 5n2 3.55n2.81 + 0.148n2.59 + 1.02n2.32 − 6.5n2
3 Bilinear Algorithms
3.1 The class of bilinear algorithms
The algorithms of Examples 2.2 and 2.3 belong to the important class of noncommutative bilinear
algorithms, to which we refer just as bilinear. Such an algorithm for MM(m,n, p) first computes
some linear forms lq(U) and l
′
q(V ) in the entries of the input matrices U = (uij)
m,n
i,j=1 and V =
(vjk)
n,p
j,k=1 and then the entries xik =
∑
j uijvjk of the product X = UV as the mp bilinear forms,
lq(U) =
m,n∑
i,j=1
α
(q)
ij uij , l
′
q(V ) =
n,p∑
j,k=1
β
(q)
jk vjk, q = 1, . . . , r,
xik =
r∑
q=1
γ
(q)
ik lq(U)l
′
q(V ), i = 1, . . . ,m; k = 1, . . . , p.
Here r is said to be the rank of the algorithm, uij , vjk, and xik are variables or block matrices,
and α
(q)
ij , β
(q)
jk , and γ
(q)
ik are constant coefficients for all i, j, k, and q. They define coefficient tensors
(α
(q)
ij )i,j,q, (β
(q)
jk )j,k,q, and (γ
(q)
ik )i,k,q, which can be also viewed as coefficient matrices
A = (α
(q)
ij )(i,j),q, B = (β
(q)
jk )(j,k),q, and C = (γ
(q)
ik )(i,k),q. (3.1)
3.2 The ranks of bilinear algorithms and the MM exponents
Suppose m = n = p, assume that uij , vjk, and xik are block matrices, and then again recursively
apply the same bilinear algorithm of rank r to block matrices. The resulting bilinear algorithms have
ranks rh = c′nhω for MM(nh), h = 2, 3, . . . , ω = ωn,r = logn(r) and a constant c
′ is independent of
n and h. One can readily extend these observations to the following result.
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Theorem 3.1. Given a bilinear algorithm of rank r for MM(n) for a pair of positive integers n and
r, one can perform MM(K) by using cKω arithmetic operations for any K, ω = ωn,r = logn(r),
and a constant c independent of K.
Now we define
(i) the exponent of MM(n),
ωn = min
r
logn(r) (3.2)
where an integer n > 1 is fixed and the minimum is over the ranks r of all bilinear algorithms for
MM(n) and
(ii) the exponent of MM,
ω = min
n
ωn (3.3)
where the minimum is over all integers n > 1.7
(iii) The latter concept is mathematically attractive, but the highly rewarded work for its upper
estimates has diverted public attention from feasible to infeasible MM. To straighten the unbalanced
study of this subject, one should instead estimate the exponents of feasible MM,
ω<N = min
n<N
ωn, (3.4)
for realistic upper bounds N on the dimension of MM inputs.
3.3 Bilinear versus quadratic algorithms for bilinear problems
The straightforward algorithm for MM(m,n, p) is bilinear of rank mnp. The bilinear algorithms of
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 for MM(2) have rank 7, which turned out to be optimal (see [76], [77], [31]).
[112, Theorem 3] as well as [122, Theorem 0.3] and [47]) provide an explicit expression for all bilinear
algorithms of rank 7 for MM(2), including the algorithms of Examples 2.2 and 2.3 as special cases.
Among them 15 scalar additions and subtractions of Example 2.2 are optimal [127], [33].
One can define bilinear algorithms for any bilinear problem, that is, for the computation of any
set of bilinear forms, e.g., the product of two complex numbers (u1 + iu2)(v1 + iv2) = (u1v1−u2v2)+
i(u1v2 + u2v1), i =
√
−1. The straightforward bilinear algorithm has rank 4, and here is a rank-3
bilinear algorithm, l1l
′
1 = u1v1, l2l
′
2 = u2v2, l3l
′
3 = (u1 + u2)(v1 + v2), u1v1 − u2v2 = l1l′1 − l2l′2,
u1v2 + u2v1 = l3l
′
3 − l1l′1 − l2l′2. See [153], [65], [66], [112], [29], [78], [144], [128], [30], [31], on
the early study of bilinear algorithms and see a concise exposition in [24]. The book [155] covers
various efficient bilinear algorithms for multiplication of pairs of integers and polynomials (the latter
operation is also called the convolution of the coefficient vectors), with further applications to the
design of FIR-filters.
The minimal rank of all bilinear algorithms for a fixed bilinear problem such as MM(m,n, p) is
called the rank of the problem. It can be bounded in terms of the minimal arithmetic cost of the
solution of the problem and vice versa [112, Theorem 1], [24].
The algorithm of Example 2.1 of rank r = r(n) = 0.5n3 + n2 for MM(n), however, is not
(noncommutative) bilinear; such algorithms are called quadratic or commutative bilinear. (See [154]
on some lower bounds on the rank of such algorithms for MM.) We cannot extend to them recursive
processes that bound the MM exponents by logn(r),
8 because MM is not commutative, e.g., the
equation u2i−1u2i = u2iu2i−1 is invalid for matrices u2i−1 and u2i.
The algorithm, however, was of great importance in the history of fast MM: it was the first
acceleration of the straightforward MM (it saves about 50% multiplications), but most important,
it motivated the effort for the design of bilinear (rather than quadratic) algorithms of rank less than
n3 for MM(n). It “remained” to devise such an algorithm at least for n = 2, and Strassen received
ample recognition for his brilliant design that accomplished exactly this.
7Here we consider MM over the fields of real and complex numbers. The exponent ω (although not the overhead
constant) stays invariant over the fields having the same characteristic [133, Theorem 2.8]. Some of our results can
be used in important applications of MM over semi-rings, but generally in that case distinct techniques are used (cf.
[3], [54], [156], [96]).
8Hereafter we refer to decreasing upper bounds on the exponent of MM as decreasing the exponent, for short.
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4 1978: from 2.81 to 2.78 by means of trilinear aggregation
In 1969 the exponents below Strassen’s 2.8074 became the target of literally all the leading researchers
in the field, worldwide, but remained a dream for almost a decade. This dream would have come
true based on bilinear algorithms of rank 6 for MM(2) or rank 21 for MM(3), but it was proved
that the rank of MM(2) exceeds 6, and it is still unknown whether MM(3) > 22.
We refer the reader to the paper [100] for the current record lower bounds on the rank of MM(n)
for all n, to the papers [76], [77], [112, Theorem 1], and [29], [31], [32], [20], [19], [129], [137], and
[95] for some earlier work in this direction, and to the papers [53] and [136] for various lower and
upper bounds on the arithmetic complexity and the ranks of rectangular MM of smaller sizes.
The exponent was decreased only in 1978, after almost a decade of stalemate, when the paper
[113] presented a bilinear algorithm of rank 143,640 for MM(70). This breakthrough implied the
exponent ω = log70(143, 640) < 2.7962 for MM(n), MI(n), Boolean MM(n), and a variety of other
well-known computational problems. The algorithm of [113] has extended an algorithm of the paper
[112] of 1972, published in Russian9 and translated into English only in 2014 in [122].
The progress was due to the novel combination of two techniques: trilinear interpretation of
bilinear algorithms and the aggregation method. By following [113] we call this combination trilinear
aggregation. By refining this combination of 2 techniques the paper [118] accelerated MM of moderate
sizes and yielded the exponent 2.7734. As we already mentioned, various algorithms combining
trilinear aggregation with other advanced techniques decreased the exponent below this level (and
in 1986 even below 2.38), but only when they were applied to MM of immense sizes because of the
curse of recursion.
The technique of trilinear aggregation has been recognized for its impact on the decreases of
the MM exponent, but the paper [112] was also a historical landmark in the study of multilinear
and tensor decompositions. Such decompositions introduced by Hitchcock in 1927 received little
attention except for a minor response in 1963–70 with half of a dozen papers in the psychometrics
literature. The paper [112] of 1972 provided the earliest known application of nontrivial multilinear
and tensor decompositions to fundamental matrix computations, now a popular flourishing area in
linear and multilinear algebra with a wide range of important applications to modern computing
(see [148], [93], [108], [71], and the bibliography therein). Nevertheless the paper [112] has rarely
been cited at all and has never been cited in the papers on multilinear and tensor decompositions.
5 Trilinear Decompositions and Duality
Next we define trilinear representation of MM, first proposed and used in the paper [112]. We are
also going to link it to some important computations beyond MM.
Let U = (uij)i,j and V = (vjk)j,k be a pair of m × n and n × p matrices, respectively, and let
the equations
∑
j uijvjk =
∑r
s=1 w
(s)
ik ls(U)l
′
s(B) for all i, j represent a bilinear algorithm of rank r
for the matrix product X = UV .
Define a trilinear decomposition of rank r for trace(UVW ) =
∑
i,j,k ui,jvjkwki by multiplying
these equations by variables dki and summing the products in i and k. Here W = (wki)
n,m
k,i is
an auxiliary n × m matrix and trace(M) denotes the trace of a matrix M . (Equivalently we can
decompose the tensor of the trilinear form trace(UVW ) into the sum of r tensors of rank 1.)
Example 5.1. A trilinear decomposition of rank 7 for MM(2).∑2
i,j,h=1 uijvjhwhi =
∑7
s=1 lsl
′
sl
′′
s , l1l
′
1l
′′
1 = (u11 + u22)(v11 + v22)(w11 + w22),
l2l
′
2l
′′
2 = (u21+u22)v11(w21−w22), l3l′3l′′3 = u11(v12−v22)(w12+w22), l4l′4l′′4 = (u21−u11)(v11+v12)w22,
l5l
′
5l
′′
5 = (u11+u12)v22(w12−w11), l6l′6l′′6 = u22(v21−v11)(w11+w21), l7l′7l′′7 = (u12−u22)(v21+v22)w11.
Conversely, we can come back to the original bilinear algorithm for the matrix product X = UV
if we interpret both sides of any decomposition of the trilinear form trace(UVW ) as linear forms in
the variables wih and equate the coefficients of these variables on both sides of the decomposition.
9Until 1976 the second author lived in the Soviet Union. From 1964 to 1976 he has been working in Economics in
order to make his living and has written the papers [111] and [112] in his spare time.
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More generally, [112, Theorem 2] states the equivalence of a bilinear algorithm of rank r for
MM(m,n, p) to a trilinear decomposition of rank r for the associated trilinear form and its tensor.
Instead of equating the variables wij on both sides of the trilinear decomposition, we can equate
the coefficients of all variables uij or all variables vjh and then arrive at 2 other dual bilinear
algorithms of the same rank for the problems M(n, p,m) and M(p,m, n).
By interchanging the subscripts of the variables, we arrive at the dual bilinear algorithms of the
same rank for the problems MM(m, p, n), MM(n,m, p), and MM(p, n,m) as well (cf. [112, part 5
of Theorem 1], [29], [78], [128]). The latter extension from triples to 6-tuples is pertinent to MM,
because it uses the double subscripts for the variables, but the triples of bilinear algorithms can be
generated from their common trilinear representation for any bilinear computational problem, e.g.,
for multiplication of 2 complex numbers in the following example.
Example 5.2. A trilinear decomposition of rank 3 for multiplication of 2 complex numbers.
u1v1w1 − u2v2w1 + u1v2w2 + u2v1w2 = u1v1(w1 − w2)− u2v2(w1 + w2) + (u1 + u2)(v1 + v2)w2.
For a sample application of the duality technique, one can readily deduce the following result
(part 1 of [112, Theorem 1]).
Theorem 5.1. Given a bilinear or trilinear algorithm of rank r for MM(m,n, p) and any 4-tuple
of integers r, m, n, and p such that mnp > 1, one can perform MM(K) by using cKω arithmetic
operations for any K, ω = ωm,n,p,r = 3 logmkn(r), and a constant c independent of K.
For further applications of the duality technique, see efficient bilinear algorithms for FIR-filters
and multiplication of complex numbers and polynomials in [155].
6 Trilinear Aggregation
Aggregation technique is well-known in business, economics, computer science, telecommunication,
natural sciences, medicine, and statistics. The idea is to mass together or cluster independent
but similar units into much fewer aggregates. Their study is simpler, but its results are supposed
to characterize all these units either directly or by means of special disaggregation techniques.
Such aggregation/disaggregation processes proposed in [101] became a basis for creating the field of
Algebraic Multigrid, now quite popular.
Aggregation/disaggregation techniques are behind the acceleration of MM in Example 2.1, which
was preceded by similar application of this technique to polynomial evaluation with preprocessing of
coefficients [111], [92]. In that example one first rewrite u2iv2i = v2iu2i by using commutativity of
multiplication (which does not hold if u2i and v2i are matrices), then aggregates the terms u2i−1v2i−1
and v2iu2i into the single term (u2i−1 + v2i)(v2i−1 + u2i), thus saving 50% of scalar multiplications,
that is, 0.5n3 for n × n MM. For disaggregation one subtracts the correction terms u2i−1u2i and
v2iv2i−1. n× n MM involves 0.5n2 pairs of such products, and so correction involves just n2 scalar
multiplications overall, which is a small sacrifice compared to saving 0.5n3 scalar multiplications.
The papers [112] and [113] strengthen aggregation based on restating MM as the problem of the
decomposition of the trilinear form trace(UVW ), so that some additional links among the subscripts
of the input and output entries enable stronger aggregation and faster MM.
Various implementations of this technique appeared in [113], [114], [115], and a number of sub-
sequent papers. For demonstration we apply it to Disjoint MM where we compute two indepen-
dent matrix products AB and UV by decomposing the trilinear form trace(XY Z + UVW ) =∑m,n,p
i,j,k=1(xijyjkzki + ujkvkiwij) into the sum of rank-1 tensors.
Let T =
∑m,n,p
i,j,k=1(xij + ujk)(yjk + vki)(zki + wij) denote a trilinear aggregate made up of the 2
monomials xijyjkzki and ujkvkiwij and let T1 =
∑m,n
i,j=1 xijsijwij , T2 =
∑n,p
j,k=1 ujkyjkrjk, and T3 =∑p,m
k,i=1 qikvkizki denote 3 groups of correction terms, where qik =
∑k
j=1(uij+ujk), sij =
∑n
k=1(yjk+
vki), and rjk =
∑m
i=1(zki +wij). Then the equation trace(XY Z+UVW ) = T −T1−T2−T3 defines
a trilinear decomposition of rank mnp+mn+ np+ pm (rather than the straightforward 2mnp).
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Table 6.1: Aggregation/disaggregation of a pair of terms.
xij yjk zki
ujk vki wij
Table 6.1 displays this aggregation/disaggregation technique.
The product of the 3 sums of pairs on input entries in each of the 3 columns of the table is an
aggregate. The 2 products of triples of entries of each of the 2 rows are the output terms xijyjkzki
and ujkvkiwij . The cross-products of other triples of the table define 6 correction terms. Their sum
over all n3 triples of indices i, j and k has rank 2(mn + np + pm). By subtracting this sum from
the sum of all mnp aggregates, we decompose 2mnp terms of trace(XY Z + UVW ) into the sum of
mnp+ 2(mn+ np+ pm) terms. For m = n = p = 34 this implies a decomposition of rank n3 + 6n2
for a pair of disjoint MM(n).
Demonstration of the power of trilinear aggregation can be made most transparent for Disjoint
MM, whose natural link to trilinear aggregation has been shown in [119], [120, Section 5], [121,
Section 12], and [94]. Such constructions for Disjoint MM, however, can frequently be extended to
MM(n). In particular, by playing with odd and even subscripts of the matrix entries, the paper
[112] obtained a trilinear decomposition of rank 0.5n3 + 3n2 for MM(n) and any even n by means
of extending the above decomposition of trace(XY Z + UVW ). This implied the MM exponent
logn(0.5n
3 + 3n2), which is less than 2.85 for n = 34.
The paper [113] defined a trilinear decomposition and bilinear algorithms of rank (n3 − 4n)/3 +
6n2 for MM(n), n = 2s, and any positive integer s. Substitute n = 70 and obtain the MM
exponent 2.7962. Then again it is convenient to demonstrate this design for Disjoint MM associated
with a decomposition of the trilinear form trace(XY Z + UVW + ABC). The basic step is the
aggregation/disaggregation defined by Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Aggregation/disaggregation of a triple of terms.
xij yjk zki
ujk vki wij
aki bij cjk
Sum the mkn aggregates (xij + ujk + aki)(yjk + vki + bij)(zki +wij + cjk), subtract order of n
2
correction terms, and obtain a decomposition of rank n3 +O(n2) for trace(XY Z +UVW +ABC),
versus the straightforward 3n3. The trace represents 3 disjoint problems of MM(n), that is, the
computation of the 3 independent matrix products XY , UV , and AB of size n × n (and can be
readily extended to 3 MM products of sizes m× n by n× p, n× p by p×m, and p×m by m× n),
and we obtain a bilinear algorithm of rank n3 +O(n2) for this bilinear task.
With a little more work one obtains a similar trilinear decomposition of rank (n3 − 4n)/3 + 6n2
for MM(n), n = 2s, and any positive integer s (see [113]). For n = 70 we arrive at an upper bound
2.7962 on the MM exponent. By refining this construction the algorithm of [118] decreased the
upper bound below 2.7734.
7 APA Algorithms and Bini’s Theorem
The technique of Any Precision Approximation (hereafter we use the acronym APA) was another
basic ingredient of the algorithms supporting the decrease of the exponent of MM. The paper [15]
achieved the first APA acceleration of MM, by yielding the exponent 2.7799. According to [130],
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this came from computer search for partial MM(2) where the goal was the computation of only 3
entries of 2× 2 matrix product.
Next we demonstrate the combination of APA and trilinear aggregation, which is more trans-
parent and immediately produces the exponent 2.66. Consider the following table.
Table 7.1: APA aggregation/disaggregation of a pair of terms.
xij yjk λ
2zki
λujk λvki wij
It defines the aggregate (xij + λujk)(yjk + λvki)(λ
2zki + wij) and 3 correction terms, similarly
to Table 6.1, but with a decisive difference – the term λ3(xij + ujk)vkizki has a smaller order of
magnitude as λ→ 0. Therefore we arrive at trilinear decomposition
trace(XY Z + UVW ) = T − T1 − T2 +O(λ)
where
T = λ−1
m,k,n∑
i,j,k=1
(xij + λujk)(yjk + λvki)(λ
2zki + wij), T1 =
m,k∑
i,j=1
xijsijwij , T2 =
k,n∑
j,k=1
ujkyjkrjk,
sij =
∑n
k=1(yjk + λvki), and rjk =
∑m
i=1(λ
2zki + wij).
Drop the terms of order λ, and obtain a decomposition for Disjoint MM(m,n, p) having border
rank mnp+mn+np. For m = p = 7, n = 1 this implies an APA exponent of MM ω = 3 log49 31.5 <
2.66. (Here we use Schönhage’s result of [133] that deduces the MM exponent from Disjoint MM.)
The above APA decomposition using mnp + mn + np terms is numerically unstable. Indeed
we would corrupt the output if we drop the summands λujk and λvki in the sums xij + λujk and
yjk+λvki in the aggregate (xij +λujk)(yjk+λvki)(λ
2zki+wij), but keeping these summands doubles
the precision required for the representation of these sums. Similarly all other known bilinear APA
algorithms are prone to numerical stability problems if their rank exceeds their border rank.
In [14], however, Bini proved that, for the purpose of decreasing the exponent of MM, this
deficiency is immaterial if we allow unrestricted recursive processes, that is, if we ignore the curse
of recursion. Namely he proved that Theorem 5.1 holds even if border rank replaces rank in its
statement. Bini proved this result for MM, but Schönhage in [133] extended it to Disjoint MM. Both
proofs yield acceleration of straightforward MM only where its input size becomes huge because of
the curse of recursion.
Theorem 7.1. We can perform MM(K) by using c̄Kω arithmetic operations for any K, where c̄ is
a constant independent of K and ω = ωm,n,p,r = 3 logmkn(r), provided that we are given a bilinear
or trilinear APA algorithm having a border rank r for MM(m,n, p) and a 4-tuple of integers r, m,
n, and p such that mnp > 1.
Proof. First observe that by means of interpolation we can extend any APA algorithm of border
rank r using a polynomial q(λ) in λ, of a degree d to a λ-free bilinear algorithm for MM(m,n, p) of
rank (2d+ 1)r.
Now apply such an APA algorithm recursively. Notice that every recursive step squares the
original problem size mnp but only doubles the degree of λ. After h steps, we arrive at an APA
algorithm of degree 2hd for the MM problem of size (mnp)2
h
, and then (cf. Theorem 5.1) the
interpolation factor 2(2hd + 1) only implies an increase of the MM exponent ω by a tiny factor,
which converges to 1 as the number of recursive steps grows to the infinity.
8 Inner Product Computation and Summation by Means of
APA Techniques
Next we cover an application of APA techniques beyond MM.
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Recall the APA algorithm of Section 7, let the entries xij , yjk, ujk, and vki be integers in the
range [0, 2d), and choose λ = 2d. Notice that the product (xij + λyjk)(ujk + λvki) fits the length
L of the computer word if L ≥ 4d. Moreover if the ratio L/d is large enough, we can perform the
APA computations of Section 7 within the precision L. [121, Section 40] exploits such observations
further and devise efficient algorithms for multiplication of vectors and matrices filled with bounded
integers. Next we recall that technique and in Example 8.2 show its surprising extension.
Suppose that the coefficient vector of a polynomial v(λ) =
∑n−1
i=0 viλ
i is filled with integers from
the semi-open segment [0, 2d) of the real axis for a positive integer d. Represent this vector by the
2d-ary integer v(2d) =
∑n−1
i=0 vi2
di. Generally the interpolation to a polynomial of degree n − 1
requires its evaluation at n knots, but in the above special case we only need the evaluation at the
single knot 2d. Now suppose that all coefficients vi are integers from the semi-open segment [q, r)
for any pair of integers q and r, q < r. Then we can apply the above recipe to compute the shifted
vector u = (ui)
n−1
i=0 = (vi − q)
n−1
i=0 , having all its components in the semi-open segment [0, s) for
s = r − q. We can finally recover the vector v from u. By following [116] and [17], we call this
technique binary segmentation. Its history can be traced back to [67], and one can even view it as
an application of the Kronecker map, although having specific computational flavor.
Next we follow [121, Example 40.3, pages 196–197] to compute the inner product of two integer
vectors, then extend the algorithm to summation, and finally list various other applications of binary
segmentation.
Example 8.1. (The inner product of two integer vectors, cf. [121, Example 40.3].) Assume two
nonnegative integers g and h and two vectors u = (ui)
n−1
i=0 and v = (vi)
n−1
i=0 with nonnegative in-
teger coordinates in two semi-open segments, namely, [0, 2g) for the coordinates of u and [0, 2h)
for the coordinates of v. The straightforward algorithm for the inner product uTv =
∑n−1
i=0 uivi
first computes the n products uivi for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and then sums them. This involves n
multiplications and n − 1 additions. Instead, however, we can just multiply a pair of bounded non-
negative integers, apply binary segmentation to the product, and output the desired inner product.
Namely, introduce the two polynomials u(x) =
∑n−1
i=0 uix
i and v(x) =
∑n−1
i=0 vix
n−1−i. Their product
is the polynomial q(x) = u(x)v(x) =
∑2n−2
i=0 qix
i with integer coefficients in the segment [0, 2k) for
k = g+h+dlog2 ne. The coefficient qn−1 =
∑n−1
i=0 uivi is precisely the inner product u
Tv. Represent
the polynomials u(x) and v(x) by their integer values u(2k) and v(2k) at the point 2k. Clearly, they
lie in the semi-open segments ru = [0, 2
nk+g) and rv = [0, 2
nk+h), respectively. Now compute the in-
teger q(2k) = u(2k)v(2k), lying in the segment [0, 22nk+g+h), and recover the coefficient qn−1 = u
Tv
by applying binary segmentation.
Remark 8.1. We only seek the coefficient qn−1 of the median term qn−1x
n−1 of the polynomial
u(x)v(x). This term lies in the segment [2(n−1)k, 2(n−1)k+g+h), and the next challenge is to optimize
its computation. Is such a more narrow task substantially simpler than the multiplication of two
integers lying in the segments ru and rv?
Example 8.2. (Summation of bounded integers.) For u = (1)n−1i=0 , g = 0, and k = h + dlog2 ne
or v = (1)n−1i=0 , h = 0, and k = g + dlog2 ne, the algorithm of Example 8.1 outputs the sum of n
integers.
Remark 8.2. In the same way as for polynomial interpolation in the beginning of this section, we
can relax the assumption of Examples 8.1 and 8.2 that the input integers are nonnegative. Moreover,
the summation of integers can be extended to the fundamental problem of the summation of binary
numbers truncated to a fixed precision.
In Examples 8.1 and 8.2, multiplication of two long integers followed by binary segmentation
replaces either 2n − 1 or n arithmetic operations, respectively. This increases the Boolean (bit-
wise operation) cost by a factor depending on the Boolean cost of computing the product of 2
integers or, in view of Remark 8.1, of computing the median segment in the binary representation
of the product. The increase is minor if we multiply integers in nearly linear Boolean time (see
the supporting algorithms for such multiplication in [135], [1, Section 7.5], [69]), but grows if we
multiply integers by applying the straightforward algorithm, which uses quadratic Boolean time.
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Nonetheless, in both cases one could still benefit from using Example 8.2 if the necessary bits of
the output integer fit the computer word (i.e. the bits of the middle coefficient are not part of
the overflow of the product), as long as the representation of the vector as an integer requires no
additional cost. If the output integer does not fit the word length, we can apply the same algorithms
to the subproblems of smaller sizes, e.g., we can apply the algorithms of Examples 8.1 and 8.2 to
compute the inner products of some subvectors or partial sums of integers, respectively.
Other applications of binary segmentation include polynomial multiplication (that is, the com-
putation of the convolution of vectors) [67], [134], some basic linear algebra computations [121,
Examples 40.1–40.3], polynomial division [17], [134], computing polynomial GCD [37], and discrete
Fourier transform [134]. Binary segmentation can be potentially efficient in computations with
Boolean vectors and matrices. E.g., recall that Boolean MM is reduced to MM whose input and
output entries are some bounded nonnegative integers (see [1, Proof of Theorem 6.9]). Quantized
tensor decompositions is another promising application area (cf. [148], [106], [107], [91], [109], [72]).
9 Summary of the Study of the MM Exponents after 1978
In 1979–81 and then again in 1986 the exponent of infeasible MM was significantly decreased based
on combination of trilinear aggregation, Disjoint MM, and APA techniques with unrestricted use of
recursion.
All supporting algorithms have been built on the top of the techniques of the preceding papers.
More and more lenient basic bilinear/trilinear decompositions of small rank were chosen for Dis-
joint MM of small sizes and since 1986 for small bilinear/trilinear problems similar to Disjoint MM.
Transition back to MM relied on nested recursion, consistently intensified; consequently acceleration
of the straightforward algorithm began only with MM of astronomical sizes.
By 1987 the power of these techniques seems to be exhausted, and then the progress has stopped
until 2010. Since then it is moving from the bound 2.376 of [44] towards 2.37 with the snail’s speed.
That direction was prompted by the cited results of the seminal papers [14] by Dario Bini and
[133] by Arnold Schönhage. Schönhage, however, has concluded the introduction of [133] with
pointing out that all new exponents of MM were just ”of theoretical interest” because they were
valid only for the inputs ”beyond any practical size” and that ”Pan’s estimates of 1978 for moderate”
input sizes were ”still unbeaten”. Actually, as we can see in Figure 1, the exponent 2.7962 of 1978
for MM(n) restricted to n ≤ 1, 000, 000 has been successively decreased in [114], [115], [117], and
[118] (cf. also [119]), although by small margins. As of December 2016, the exponent 2.7734 of [118]
is still record low for MM(n) with n ≤ 1, 000, 000.
Figures 1 and 2 display chronological decrease of the exponents of MM(n) for n ≤ 1, 000, 000
and for unrestricted n, respectively. The supporting algorithms of Figure 1 rely solely on trilinear
aggregation, and the associated overhead constants are small. Some of these algorithms have been
refined in [119], [94] and implemented in [87] and [88].
All other algorithms of Figure 2 (not supporting Figure 1) employ trilinear aggregation as well
(cf. [44, page 255]), but also employ other techniques and suffer from the curse of recursion.
The figures link each exponent to its recorded publication in a journal, a conference proceedings,
or as a research report. As we already mentioned, the MM exponent of [113] significantly decreased
in 1979–1981 and 1986. It has been updated at least 4 times during the single year of 1979: reaching
below the values 2.801 in February in Research Report [115]; 2.7799 (as an APA MM exponent) in
[15] in June and (as an MM exponent) in [14]; 2.548 in [133], and 2.522 in [117]. Both of the latter
two exponents appeared in the book of abstracts of the conference on the Computational Complexity
in Oberwolfach, West Germany, organized by Schnorr, Schönhage and Strassen in October (cf. [119,
page 199] and [133]). The exponent 2.496 of [43] was reported in October 1981 at the IEEE FOCS’81,
and in Figure 1 we place it after the exponent 2.517 of the paper [131] of 1982, which was submitted
in March 1980. The Research Report version of the paper [44] appeared in August of 1986, but in
Figure 2 we place [44] after the paper [146], published in October of 1986 in the Proceedings of the
IEEE FOCS, because the paper [146] has been submitted to FOCS’86 in the Spring of 1986 and
has been widely circulated afterwards. One could complete the historical account of Figure 2 by
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including the exponents 2.7804 (announced in the Fall of 1978 in [113] and superseded in February
1979 when the paper was submitted [115]) and 2.5218007, which decreased the exponent 2.5218128
of [114] and appeared at the end of the final version of [133] in 1981, that is, before the publication,
but after the submission of the exponent 2.517 of [131].
We refer the reader to [41], [99], [42], [79], [89], [96], and the references therein for similar progress
in asymptotic acceleration of rectangular MM.
Figure 1: MM(n) exponents for n ≤ 1, 000, 000.
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10 Applications of Fast MM, Its Links to Other Subject Ar-
eas, Impacts of Its Study, and Implementation (Briefly)
The decrease of the exponent of MM implies theoretical acceleration of the solution of a number
of important problems in various areas of computations in Algebra and Computer Science, such
as Boolean MM, computation of paths and distances in graphs, parsing context-free grammars,
the solution of a nonsingular linear system of equations, computations of the inverse, determinant,
characteristic and minimal polynomials, and various factorizations of a matrix.
See [142], [34], [1, Sections 6.3–6.6], [24, pages 49–51], [18, Chapter 2], [3], [79], [48], [98], [160],
[157], [158], [159], [86], [25], [89], [6], [54], [156], [132], [96], [4], [138], [140], [103], [104], [105], [125],
and the bibliography therein and notice that some new important applications have been found very
recently, e.g., in 4 papers at ISSAC 2016.
The reduction of other computational problems to MM increases the overhead, which is already
immense for the algorithms supporting the record exponent of MM. Such a reduction, however, can
still be valuable because it reveals some links of independent interest and because by applying fast
algorithms or even the straightforward algorithm for feasible MM one can take advantage of using
block matrix software and parallel acceleration.
Research on fast feasible MM had a variety of feasible links to other subject areas. The work
on bilinear and trilinear decompositions for fast MM was an important part of the study of such
decompositions in the general area of Algebraic Computations and has led to new insights and
techniques.
• We have already cited historical importance of the demonstration in 1972 in [112] of the power
of tensor decompositions and valuable applications of duality to the design of efficient bilinear
algorithms.
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Figure 2: MM(n) exponents for unrestricted n.
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• Trilinear aggregation was also a surprising demonstration of the power of aggregation/disag-
gregation methods.
• More applications of this kind can follow in the future, such as a quite unexpected application
of APA techniques to the computation of inner products and summation presented in Section 8.
• It may be surprising, but apart from trilinear aggregation and the APA method, the advanced
and amazing techniques developed for decreasing the exponent of infeasible MM had no theo-
retical (as well as practical) applications to other areas of computations or algebra (and have
made no impacts on actual work on MM as well).
Of course, such impacts on the practice of performing this fundamental operation of modern
computations are the main motivation and goal of the study of fast MM, and indeed recursive bilinear
algorithms based on 2× 2 Strassen’s and particularly Winograd’s brilliant designs of Examples 2.3
and 2.2, respectively, are a valuable part of modern software for MM.
In Section 1.3 we commented on numerical stability issues for fast feasible MM, and we refer
the reader to [12], [73], [52], [61], [62], [28], [45], [71, Chapter 1], [13], [8], [11], and the bibliography
therein for their previous and current numerical implementation. In the next section we discuss
symbolic application of the latter algorithm (WRB-MM) in some detail.
It is very encouraging to observe dramatic increase of the activity in numerical and symbolic
implementation of fast MM in recent years, towards decreasing communication cost and improving
parallel implementation, in good accordance with the decrease of the arithmetic cost.
11 Fast methods in exact computational linear algebra
Next we discuss applications and implementations of exact fast matrix multiplication (MM). As we
mentioned in Section 1.1, we first review how most of the exact linear algebra can be reduced to MM
over small finite fields. Then we highlight the differences in the design of approximate and exact
implementations of MM taking into account nowadays processor and memory hierarchies.
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11.1 Acceleration of computations via reductions to MM
The design of matrix multiplication routines over a word size finite field is the main building block for
computations in exact dense linear algebra, represented with coefficient domains of two kinds: word-
size discrete entries (mainly in finite fields of small cardinality) and variable size entries (larger finite
fields, integers, or polynomials). Indeed, efficient methods for the latter task usually reduce it to the
former one: reductions are made by means of evaluation/interpolation (Chinese remaindering over
the integers) or by means of lifting small size solutions (via Hensel-like or high-order lifting [139]),
see, e.g., [85, 63, 124] for recent surveys.
Over word-size finite fields, efficient implementations of MM have been obtained by means of
effective algorithmic reductions originated in the complexity analysis. In this case reductions have
been obtained directly to MM. Already Strassen in 1969 extended MM to matrix inversion (we sketch
this in Examples 11.1 and 11.2 below), then Bunch and Hopcroft [34] extended MM to invertible LUP
factorization, and further extensions followed in the eighties, for instance, in [82] to the computation
of the matrix rank and of Gaussian elimination. Efficient algorithms whose complexity is sensitive
to the rank or to the rank profile have only very recently been discovered [83, 64, 140]. One of the
latest reductions to MM was that of the characteristic polynomial, which has extended the seminal
work of [90] more than thirty years afterwards [126].
Example 11.1. Triangular system solving by means of reduction to matrix multiplication.
Denote by X = TRSM(U,B) the solution to the linear matrix equation UX = B with a matrix B
on the right-hand side and an upper triangular invertible matrix U . Recursively cut the matrices U ,
B and X in halves as follows: U =
[
U1 V
U2
]
, X =
[
X1
X2
]
, and B =
[
B1
B2
]
; then obtain an efficient
reduction of the solution to MM by means of the following algorithm:
1. Recursively compute X2 = TRSM(U2, B2);
2. Compute B′1 = B1 − V X2; // via fast MM
3. Recursively compute X1 = TRSM(U1, B
′
1).
The only operations performed are fast MMs. Asymptotically the low complexity is preserved, and
in practice this reduction can be made very efficient, even in the case of exact computations, where
intermediate reductions might occur, as shown, e.g., in [62, § 4].
Example 11.2. Reduction of LU factorization to MM.
For simplicity, consider an invertible matrix A having generic rank profile (that is, having all its
leading principal minors also invertible). Recursively cut A into halves in both dimensions, that is,
represent it as 2× 2 block matrix, A =
[
A1 A2
A3 A4
]
. Then an efficient triangularization A = LU can
be computed by means of the following algorithm:
1. Recursively compute L1U1 = A1; // Triangularization of the upper left block
2. Compute G = TRSM(U1, A3); // G is such that GU1 = A3
3. Compute H = TRSM(L1, A2); // H is such that L1H = A2
4. Compute Z = A4 −GH; // via fast MM
5. Recursively compute L2, U2 = Z;
6. Return L =
[
L1
G L2
]
and U =
[
U1 H
U2
]
.
Once again, the only operations performed in this algorithm are MMs, making it efficient as long as
MM is efficient. This reduction to MMs would remain efficient in the extension to the more general
case where rank deficiencies are allowed and pivoting is applied [64].
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Example 11.3. Sketch of linear system solving in arbitrary precision.
Next we accelerate the solution of a linear system of equations with arbitrary precision by using the
two previous reductions to exact MM. The idea is to solve the linear system modulo a small prime p,
by intensively using fast exact MM, and then to reuse this factorization in Hensel-like p-adic lifting
producing iterative refinement of the solution modulo pk.10 This leads us to the following algorithm:
Successively compute
1. Lp, Up ≡ A mod p; // Triangularization modulo a small prime
2. x0 ≡ TRSM(Up, TRSM(Lp, b) mod p) mod p;
3. b1 =
b−Ax0
p ; // this computation is over Z
4. x1 ≡ TRSM(Up, TRSM(Lp, b1) mod p) mod p;
5. b2 =
b1−Ax1
p ; // this computation is over Z
6. x2 ≡ TRSM(Up, TRSM(Lp, b2) mod p) mod p;
7. . . .
One can easily show that b ≡ A(
∑k−1
i=0 xip
i) mod pk.
Now recall that we can recover unique rational number r = ab from its p-adic series representation
truncated at pk as soon as k is such that pk is larger than 2ab and the denominator b is coprime
to p.11 Namely, by combining Cramer’s rule and Hadamard’s bound on determinants, we represent
solution values xi as rational numbers with bounded denominators and then recover them from their
truncated p-adic series representation by applying sufficiently many steps of iterative refinement.
More details on actual values of p and k can be found in Dixon’s seminal paper [51]. We can prove
(and this is important for practical application) that the overhead of this exact iterative refinement
is quite a small constant. We show this in Figure 3, for which we used the LinBox12 exact linear
algebra library: despite quite large coefficient growths (for instance, up to forty thousand bits for
the solution to a 8000 × 8000 random integer matrix with 32 bits entries), approximate and exact
arbitrary precision times remain essentially proportional.
We achieve good practical performance of computations in linear algebra by extensively applying
reductions to MM, which we mostly perform exactly over small finite fields.
On the one hand, nowadays machine architecture, with their memory hierarchy, is also well-
adapted to the highly homogeneous structure of the straightforward MM. This is true for numerical
routines, where the stability issues have been worked out for fast MM in [16, 73, 50, 8]. This is also
true for exact routines where, symmetrically, the costly reductions (modular or polynomial) have to
be delayed as much as possible.
On the other hand, this straightforward algorithm remains faster in practice only for small
matrices, but the larger memory capacity and the increase in the number of computing units makes it
possible to handle, on desktop computers, dense matrices of dimensions in several hundred thousands.
As the practical threshold between straightforward and fast algorithms is often for matrices of
dimensions about 500, several fast routines can be very effectively combined, yielding the fastest
implementations to date, as explained in the next section.
11.2 Design of fast exact matrix multiplication over word-size prime fields
The design of matrix multiplication routines over a word size finite field is the main building block
for computations in exact dense linear algebra. In practice, a turning point has been the introduction
of the following principles in [58]:
10Hensel-like p-adic lifting is a major tool of computer algebra, which has striking similarity with the classical
algorithm of iterative refinement in numerical linear algebra.
11The recovery of a rational r from its p-adic truncated series is called rational number reconstruction which is an
accelerated Euclidean algorithm, see, e.g., [70, § 5.10] for more details.
12https://github.com/linbox-team/linbox
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Figure 3: Comparison of approximate and arbitrary precision linear system solving on an Intel Xeon
W3530 @2.80GHz.
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1. finite field arithmetic is reduced to integer arithmetic with delayed or simultaneous modular
reductions;
2. integer arithmetic is performed by floating point units (in order to take advantage of SIMD
instructions and of numerical routines development – BLAS);
3. computations are structured in blocks in order to optimize the use of the memory hierarchy of
current architectures;
4. asymptotically fast algorithms are used, mostly recursive bilinear algorithm for MM based on
Winograd’s 2× 2 MM of Example 2.2 (see also [52, 58, 28], hereafter we denote this algorithm
WRB-MM), but also Kaporin’s [88] and Bini-Capovani-Lotti-Romani’s [15, 26] algorithms are
used.
The idea is to convert a finite field matrix into its integer representation, then perform the
multiplication over the integers (potentially using, exactly, a floating point representation) and
convert back the result into the finite field. First, a floating point representation allows us to use
a sustainable code that rely on more widely supported numerical linear algebra routines. Further,
on the one hand, machine division (for reductions) and integer units are slower than the respective
floating point operations (for instance, not all integral operations have yet SIMD support [74]). But,
on the other hand, as the computed results are exact, one can apply the fastest implementations
of the asymptotically fast algorithms not worrying about numerical stability problems (which, even
though never serious for fast MM, as this has been proved in [16, 50], can require some extra work).
Over finite fields, with arbitrary precision or with polynomials, it is nowadays much faster to
perform additions or even multiplications than modular or polynomial reductions. To take the most
of the machine representation, reduction is delayed or grouped using the following techniques:
Definition 11.1. (i). Delayed reduction is the action of replacing a classical dot product with re-
ductions,
∑n
i=0Reduce(aibi), by an algorithm that reduces only from time to time, for instance,
when the internal representation cannot hold the growth anymore:
• Compute s =
∑k
i=0 aibi; Reduce(s);
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• For j = 1 to n/k − 1 compute
s = s+
∑(j+1)k
i=jk+1 aibi; Reduce(s);
• done;
(ii). Simultaneous modular reduction is the action of performing a single reduction on several
coefficients at once: in other words, the idea is to replace independent reductions (for in-
stance Reduce(a);Reduce(b);Reduce(c)) by a single reduction on grouped elements (use t =
Group(a, b, c);Reduce(t);a, b, c = Ungroup(t) instead), see, e.g., [56] for more details.
Moreover, in practice, for exact computations, recursion is important when fast algorithms are
used: while tiling allows a static placement of blocks adapted to the memory hierarchy, larger
blocks allow faster acceleration but also more delays in the application of reductions (modular
reduction, polynomial reduction, etc.) [60]. Further, the fast algorithms can be used for a few levels
of recursion and then switch back to the, statically placed, straightforward algorithm on smaller
matrices. Eventually (nowadays, on a current personal computer, this can typically be between
n=500 and n=1000), the exact algorithm sketched above is based on the numerical BLAS and then
applied without any further recursion.
There is actually a cascade of algorithms where, at each recursive cutting, a new choice of the best
suited variant is performed before the final switch [68, 27]. This cascade is usually non-stationary,
i.e., a different scheme, bilinear or not, can be chosen at every level of recurrence. For instance,
a meta-algorithm starts by partitioning the matrices into four blocks followed by application of
WRB-MM. This meta-algorithm is called on each of the seven multiplications of the blocks; at the
recursive call the meta-algorithm can decide whether to re-apply itself again to a 2× 2 block matrix
or to switch either to a (2,2,3) APA algorithms (which in turns will also call this meta algorithm
recursively) or to the straightforward algorithm, etc.
This impacts the frequency at which the modular reductions can be delayed. For instance, with
a classical MM and elements of a prime field modulo p > 2 represented as integers in { 1−p2 . . .
p−1
2 },
on a type with a mantissa of m bits, the condition is that the modular reduction in a scalar product
of dimension k can be delayed to the end as long as k
(
p−1
2
)2
< 2m.
When applying ` recursive levels of WRB-MM algorithm, it can be showed instead that some
intermediate computations could grow above this bound [62], and the latter condition becomes
9`b k
2`
c
(
p−1
2
)2
< 2m. This requires to perform by a factor of about (9/2)` more modular reductions.
Example of sequential speed obtained by the fgemm routine algorithm of the LinBox library13 [57]
is shown in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1: Effective Gfops (2n3/time/109) of matrix multiplications: LinBox fgemm vs OpenBLAS
(s|d)gemm on one core of a Xeon E5-4620 @2.20GHz
n 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384
OpenBLAS sgemm 27.30 28.16 28.80 29.01 29.17
O
(
n3
)
-fgemm Mod 37 21.90 24.93 26.93 28.10 28.62
O
(
n2.81
)
-fgemm Mod 37 22.32 27.40 32.32 37.75 43.66
OpenBLAS dgemm 15.31 16.01 16.27 16.36 16.40
O
(
n3
)
-fgemm Mod 131071 15.69 16.20 16.40 16.43 16.47
O
(
n2.81
)
-fgemm Mod 131071 16.17 18.05 20.28 22.87 25.81
The efficiency of the fgemm routine is largely due to the efficiency of the BLAS, but as the latter
are not using fast algorithms, exact computations can be faster. Modulo 37 elements are stored over
13Within its FFLAS-FFpack module [62], https://github.com/linbox-team/fflas-ffpack
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single precision floats, and the sgemm subroutine can be used, whereas modulo 131071 elements are
stored using double precision float, and the dgemm subroutine is used. Table 11.1 first shows that
the overhead of performing the modular reductions in the O
(
n3
)
implementations is very limited if
the matrix is large enough. Then, when enabling WRB-MM O
(
n2.81
)
algorithm, a speed-up of up
to 40% can be attained in both single and double precision arithmetic. More recently, it has been
shown also how algorithm [15] by Bini et al. could be efficiently put into practice [26], also offering
some interesting speed-up for prime fields of size near 10 bits.
11.3 Memory efficient schedules
WRB-MM algorithm requires external temporary memory allocations in order to store the inter-
mediate linear combinations of blocks. With large matrices and current architectures, this can be
penalizing because the memory availability and access to it dominate the overall computational costs.
It is therefore crucial to reduce as much as possible the extra memory requirements of fast methods.
This can be done via a careful scheduling of the steps of WRB-MM algorithm: it is not mandatory
to perform 8 pre-additions, 7 multiplications and 7 post-additions in that order, with temporary
memory allocations for each of these 22 steps. Depending on the associated dependency graph,
one can choose instead to reduce the number of allocation by following this graph and overwriting
already allocated memory when the associated variable is not used any more.
For the product of n× n matrices, without accumulation, C ← A×B, [52] proposed a schedule
requiring, apart from C, two extra temporary blocks of size n2 ×
n
2 at the first recursive levels, two
extra temporary blocks of size n4 ×
n
4 for each of the seven recursive calls, etc. Overall, the needed
extra memory is bounded by 23n
2. For the product with accumulation, C ← C+A×B, for more than
ten years the record was three temporaries with an extra memory bounded by n2 [81], but this was
recently improved to two temporaries in [28]. Notice that [28] proposed also some schemes requiring
smaller extra memory (that can actually be made quite close to zero), with the same asymptotic
complexity as WRB-MM algorithm, although with a larger constant overhead factor in arithmetic
operations. Recently M. Bodrato proposed a variant of WRB-MM algorithm, which is symmetric
and more suitable to squaring matrices, but which uses similar schedules, and therefore keeps the
extra requirements [22]. This is not the case in [80] where no extra memory is required if only one
or two recursive levels of fast MM are used, but at the cost of recomputing many additions.
Finally, in the case of the APA algorithm [15] by Bini et al., the requirements are also of two
temporaries in the product without accumulation [26]. From [81], new schedules have usually been
discovered by hand, but with the help of a pebble game program, which discards rapidly the wrong
schedules and verifies formally the correct ones.
11.4 Tiny finite fields
The practical efficiency of MM depends greatly on the representation of field elements. Thus we
present three kinds of compact representations for the elements of a finite field with very small cardi-
nality: bit-packing (for F2), bit-slicing (say, for F3,F5,F7,F23 , or F32), and Kronecker substitution.
These representations are designed to allow efficient linear algebra operations, including MM:
Definition 11.2. Compact representations for small finite fields.
(i). Over F2, the method of the four Russians [7], also called Greasing, can be used as follows [2]:
• A 64-bit machine word can be used in order to represent a row vector of dimension 64.
• Multiplication of an m×k matrix A by an k×n matrix B can be done by first storing all
2k k-dimensional linear combinations of rows of B in a table. Then the i-th row of the
product is copied from the row of the table indexed by the i-th row of A.
• By ordering indices of the table according to a binary Gray Code, each row of the table
can be deduced from the previous one, using only one row addition. This decreases the
bit-operation count for building the table from k2kn to 2kn.
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• Choosing k = log2 n in this method implies MM(n) = O
(
n3/ log n
)
over F2. In practice,
the idea is once again to use a cascading algorithm: at first some recursive steps of fast
MM is performed, and then, at a size small enough, one should switch to the greasing.
(ii). Bit-slicing consists in representing an n-dimensional vector of k-bit sized coefficients by using
k binary vectors of dimension n [23]. In particular, one can apply Boolean word instruction
in order to perform arithmetic on 64 dimensional vectors.
• Over F3, the binary representation 0 ≡ [0, 0], 1 ≡ [1, 0],−1 ≡ [1, 1] allows us to add and
subtract two elements in 6 Boolean operations:
Add([x0, x1], [y0, y1]) : s← x0 ⊕ y1, t← x1 ⊕ y0
Return(s ∧ t, (s⊕ x1) ∨ (t⊕ y1))
Sub([x0, x1], [y0, y1]) : t← x0 ⊕ y0
Return(t ∨ (x1 ⊕ y1), (t⊕ y1) ∧ (y0 ⊕ x1))
• Over F5 (resp. F7), a redundant representation x = x0 + 2x1 + 4x2 ≡ [x0, x1, x2] allows
us to add two elements by using 20 (resp. 17) Boolean operations, negate in 6 (resp. 3)
Boolean operations, and double by using 5 (resp. 0) Boolean operations.
Table 11.2: Boolean operation counts for basic arithmetic by using bit-slicing
F3 F5 F7
Addition 6 20 17
Negation 1 6 3
Double 5 0
(iii). Bit-packing consists in representing a vector of field elements as an integer that fits in a single
machine word by using a 2k-adic representation:
(x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Fnq ≡ X = x0 + 2kx1 + · · ·+ (2k)n−1xn−1 ∈ Z264
Elements of extension fields are viewed as polynomials and stored as the evaluation of this
polynomial at the characteristic of the field. The latter evaluation is called Kronecker substitu-
tion [55]. Once we can pack and simultaneously reduce coefficients of the finite field in a single
machine word, the obtained parallelism can be used for MM. Depending on the respective sizes
of the matrices in the multiplication, one can pack only the left operand, only the right one,
or both [56]. Then, over the field extensions, fast floating point operations can also be used on
the Kronecker substitution of the elements.
All these methods improve in fact the base case of dense linear algebra, when fast methods are
not competitive anymore. As already mentioned, the generic cascading idea applies: perform at first
some recursive steps fast, decreasing the matrix dimension, and, at a small enough size, switch to
the (improved) classical triple loop method.
11.5 Parallelization
Now, we focus on the design of a parallel MM routine, which computes the matrix product AB based
on the WRB-MM sequential algorithm. In order to parallelize the computation at the coarsest grain,
the best approach is to apply first a classical block algorithm, generating a prescribed number of
independent tasks, and then each of them will use the sequential WRB-MM algorithm [60, 59].
There, the parallel algorithm is recursive and splits the largest of either the row dimension of A or
the column dimension of B, to form two independent tasks. The granularity of the split is recursive
and terminates whenever the number of created tasks becomes larger than the number of computing
resources (e.g., the total number of cores). This maximizes the size of the blocks, and therefore the
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Figure 4: Speed of exact and numerical matrix multiplication routines on a 32 cores Intel Xeon
E5-4620 2.2Ghz (Sandy Bridge) with 16384KB L3 cache [59].
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benefit of WRB-MM algorithm, while ensuring a large enough number of tasks for the computing
resources.
Figure 4 shows the computation time of various MM algorithms: the numerical dgemm imple-
mentation of Plasma-Quark, OpenBLAS and Intel-MKL as well as the implementation of pfgemm of
LinBox using the OpenMP-4.0 data-flow model. Contrary to MKL, OpenBLAS or Plasma-Quark, this
pfgemm routine uses the above sketched splitting strategy with WRB-MM. This implementation is
run over the finite field Z/131071Z or with real double floating point numbers. We first notice that
most routines perform very similarly. More precisely, Intel-MKL dgemm is faster on small matrices,
but the effect of WRB-MM algorithm makes pfgemm faster on larger matrices, even in the finite field
where additional modular reductions occur.
12 Some Research Challenges
The field is still in progress, and here are some current observations.
(i) The implementations of fast trilinear aggregation algorithms by Kaporin in [87] and [88] are
relatively little applied in practice so far, although they have important advantages versus other
algorithms now in use: being at least as fast and more stable numerically and allowing highly
efficient parallel implementation, they require much less memory. This is because the algorithms
of [87] and [88] are defined by trilinear decompositions with supersparse coefficient matrices A =
(α
(q)
ij )(i,j),q, B = (β
(q)
jk )(j,k),q, and C = (γ
(q)
ik )(i,k),q of (3.1), which is a general property of competently
implemented trilinear aggregation algorithms. The implementations in [87] and [88] were intended
to be initial rather than final steps and were supposed to leave some room for further amelioration.
In particular the algorithm of [118], also relying on trilinear aggregation, has similar features, but
supports even a smaller exponent, and can be a basis for further progress in the implementation of
fast feasible MM.
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(ii) The more recent algorithms of [136], obtained by means of computer search, are highly
promising because they beat the exponent log2(7) already for various small problems MM(m,n, p)
where min{m,n, p} = 2 and max{m,n, p} ≤ 6. Their coefficient matrices A, B, and C of (3.1) are
quite dense, however, and their tested performance is inferior to recursive bilinear algorithms based
on Examples 2.2 and 2.3. This leads to the challenge of devising MM algorithms that would combine
the best features of the algorithms of [87], [88], and [136].
(iii) Numerical instability of APA algorithms does not prevent them from being efficient in
symbolic computations, but so far only the rudimentary algorithm of [15] has been implemented [26],
while much simpler and much more efficient ones are ignored (cf., e.g., our algorithm in Section 7).
Some researchers in matrix computations still view decreasing the current record MM exponent
of about 2.37 towards the lower bound 2 as the major theoretical challenge. For the state of affairs
in this area we refer the reader to our Figure 2 and the mostly negative results in [4], [5], and [21].
We, however, consider breaking the barrier of 2.7733 for the realistic exponent of MM(n), n ≤
1, 000, 000, a more important challenge. The exponent 2.773 stays unbeaten since 1982 (that is,
longer than Coppersmith–Winograd’s barrier of 1986, broken by Stothers in 2010),14 and its decrease
should require more powerful tools than the acceleration of infeasible MM because of the limitation
on the use of recursive bilinear algorithms. We hope that this important challenge will be met in
reasonable time, possibly based on combination of human ingenuity and computer search,15 and then
significant impact on present day computations should be expected, whereas reaching the exponent
2 for MM of infeasible sizes per se would hardly make such an impact.
In view of microscopic progress in the decrease of the exponent of infeasible MM, the present
day research directions towards that goal seem to lead to various dead ends, and any potential
progress shall most likely rely on radically new insights, ideas and techniques, such as aggregation
and mapping the input and output of MM to another dimension (cf. [112], [118], [119] and [94]).
In the area of the implementation of MM, further progress with recursive bilinear algorithms
based on fast 2 × 2 MM is a highly important challenge, and the recent advances by Bodrato [22]
and Cenk and Hasan [36] are very encouraging, but it would greatly benefit the field if the researchers
will not confine themselves to the geocentric viewpoint of 1969, restricted to 2 × 2-based bilinear
recursion, and will also explore heliocentric point of view of XXI century, by opening themselves to
the benefits of trilinear world, aggregation, APA, and possibly some other new powerful Strassen-free
techniques for fast feasible MM, yet to appear.
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